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COURSE NUMBER: ENG 110 

 

PREREQUISITE(S): ENG 101 with a minimum grade of C. 

 

CO-REQUISITE(S): None 

 

COURSE 

DESCRIPTIONS 

This is a (college transfer) course which covers complex 
readings, emphasizes critical reading and thinking, focuses on 
persuasion and argumentation, and expands upon students' 
research and documentation skills.  A minimum grade of “C” is 
required for credit.  

 

TEXTBOOK(S): REQUIRED: 
Sieg, Judy, ed. The Reader. 2nd Revised ed. Upper Saddle 

River: Pearson, 2007. 
ISBN: 0-536-51816-5 
 
Troyka, Lynn and Douglas Hesse. Simon & Schuster 

Handbook for Writers. 8th ed. Upper Saddle River: 
Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2007. 

ISBN: 0-13-199384-4 
 
OPTIONAL: 
---. Simon & Schuster Workbook for Writers. 8th ed. Rev. 

Leslie Leach. Upper Saddle River: Pearson/Prentice 
Hall, 2007. 

ISBN: 0-13-199387-9 
 

REFERENCE(S): www.prenhall.com/troyka 

 

OTHER REQUIRED 

MATERIALS, TOOLS, 

AND EQUIPMENT: 

Traditional sections: none 
Online sections: Computer with Windows 2000 or newer and 
Internet access. 

 
 

METHOD OF 

INSTRUCTION: 

This course will be taught by a variety of methods, which may 
include lecture, the use of audiovisual materials, peer critique 
sessions, and collaborative learning techniques. 

 

GRADING SYSTEM: 93 - 100 = A 
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85 - 92 = B 
75 - 84 = C 
65 - 74 = D 
0 - 64 = F 
 
Students must show progress in the content and form of their 
writing to receive a passing grade in ENG110.  Writing 
assignments will be graded for content (what students have to 
say--depth of thought, development, etc.) and form (how 
students say what they have to say--grammar, mechanics, 
punctuation, etc.). 

 
 
 

GRADE 

CALCULATION 

METHOD May be 

altered for online 

sections): 

Final Drafts of four major essays = 90%  
Class preparation and participation, 
quizzes, daily grades 

= 10%  

  
= 
 

---------- 
100% 

 

    

Students must master all four ENG 110competencies in 

order to receive an overall passing grade in this course; 

failure to master any one of the competencies will result 

in a failing grade for the semester. 
 
(An overall grade of C is required for transferability.) 
 
Students enrolled in ENG 110 are expected to have an 
understanding of standard English grammar and mechanics.   
 
Because instructors in the Humanities & Languages 
Department encourage students to write several drafts of their 
assignments before presenting a final draft, and because they 
maintain high expectations of their students’ adherence to 
standards, students should not assume that late or inferior 
work is acceptable.  The acceptance of late assignments (with 
documented evidence of a sound reason for lateness) and the 
opportunity to rewrite papers are privileges that may or may 
not be granted by the instructor; if the instructor does grant 
such privileges, only one late assignment and one rewrite are 
allowed per semester.   
 

 
 

ATTENDANCE Traditional classroom sections: Students are responsible for 
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POLICY: 

 

punctual and regular attendance in all classes, laboratories, 
field trips, and other class activities.  The college does not 
grant excused absences; therefore, students are urged to 
reserve their absences for emergencies.  When illness or 
other emergencies occur, the student is responsible for 
notifying instructors, for determining what material s/he 
missed, and for completing work. 

 
Except in extenuating circumstances with approval by the 
division dean, instructors withdraw students from class when 
80% attendance is not maintained.  If a student exceeds the 
allowable number of absences, the instructor will withdraw the 
student and award a grade of “W” or “WF” based upon the 
student’s academic standing at the last date of attendance. 
(NOTE: The college’s attendance policy is currently under 
revision. If changes are made, students will receive written 
notification of the changes.) 
 
 
Students are tardy if not in class at the time the class is 
scheduled to begin.  Tardy students are admitted to class at 
the discretion of the instructor. In addition, students are 
expected to remain in class until the instructor dismisses 
them.  Any student who misses more than 20% of a class 
period will be considered absent. 
 
Online sections: Refer to instructor’s guidelines for 
attendance. The college’s 80% attendance rule applies to 
online as well as traditional sections. 
 
Absences for Religious Holidays:  Students who are absent 
from class in order to observe religious holidays are 
responsible for the content of any activities missed and for the 
completion of assignments occurring during the period of 
absence.  Students who anticipate their observance of 
religious holidays will cause them to be absent from class and 
do not wish such absences to penalize their status in class 
should adhere to the following guidelines: 
 

1. Observance of religious holidays resulting in three or 
fewer consecutive absences:  Discuss the situation 
with the instructor and provide written notice at least 
one week prior to the absence(s).  Develop (in writing) 
an instructor-approved plan which outlines the make 
up of activities and assignments. 
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2. Observance of religious holidays resulting in four or 
more consecutive absences:  Discuss the situation 
with the instructor and provide the instructor with 
written notice within the first 10 days of the academic 
term.  Develop an instructor-approved plan which 
outlines the make up of activities and assignments. 

 

ACADEMIC 

CONDUCT:  

 

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY:  Students are expected to uphold 
the integrity of the college's standard of conduct, specifically 
in regards to academic honesty.  All forms of academic 
dishonesty including, but not limited to, cheating on 
assignments/tests, plagiarism, collusion, and falsification of 
information will call for disciplinary action.  Disciplinary action 
imposed may include one or more of the following: written 
reprimand, loss of credit for assignment/test, termination from 
course, and probation, suspension, or expulsion from the 
college.  For further explanation of this and other conduct 
codes, please refer to the Student Handbook. 
 
Plagiarism: The Humanities & Language Department 
values integrity and believes the academic misconduct of 
plagiarism to be a grave offense. Therefore, any student 
proven guilty of committing a flagrant act of plagiarism 
will be referred to the Vice President for Student Affairs’ 
Office for discipline with a recommendation that he or she 
receive a letter grade of an “F” for the course. 
 

CELLULAR PHONES AND PAGERS/BEEPERS:  Cellular 
phones, pagers and beepers are not permitted to be turned 
on or used within the classroom.  Use of these devices during 
classroom time will be considered a violation of the student 
code as it relates to “disruptive behavior.”   

 

CLASS/LAB 

PROCEDURES: 

Writing Requirements:  Students in ENG 110 are required to 
complete the following 

a) four essays, at least three of which must include 
parenthetical documentation and a Works Cited or 
Works Consulted page in MLA format 

b) other writing assignments, which may include rough 
drafts of major papers, summaries, portfolios, a journal, 
etc., at the instructor’s discretion 

   
 
In ENG 110, essays submitted that contain the following will 
be considered unacceptable and will receive no grade: 

1. no thesis 
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2. failure to support the thesis 
3. five different spelling errors (including apostrophe 

usage) 
4. an average of more than two major sentence structure 

errors on a page 
      - fragments 
      - run-ons (fused or comma splices) 
      - subject-verb agreement errors 
      - faulty structures 
5.   plagiarism: failure to signify quoted material, failure to 
      cite sources within text, and/or failure to  include a  
      correctly formatted (in MLA) works cited or works  
      consulted page (see also academic conduct) 
 

Students found guilty of committing an act of academic 
misconduct at any level of their class work/communication 
(including, but not limited to, homework assignments, journals, 
drafts of essays, classroom or online discussions, and final 
essays) will receive a sanction. At minimum, an instructor may 
sanction a student by assigning a zero for 15% of the 
student’s final grade; all students suspected of academic 
misconduct will be referred to the Vice President of Student 

Affairs. See Academic Conduct, below, as well as section 
III.C of the Student Code for Spartanburg Community College. 

 
Final drafts of assignment papers must be produced on a 
computer or word processor (except for the in-class 
assignment).  If an instructor requires electronic submissions 
(formatted in MS Word and e-mailed as an attachment), the 
student must submit a paper copy within 24 hours of the  
e-mailed text in order for an assignment to be considered for 
a grade. 

 
Some colleges require a portfolio of an applicant’s work to 
determine English course placement; therefore, students are 
encouraged to keep copies, either hard or on disk, of all 
assignments submitted for a grade. 

 
 

 

ACCOMMODATIONS: 

 

Students who need special accommodations in this class 
because of a documented disability should notify Student 
Disability Services. You may contact Student Disability 
Services by calling, (864) 591-3811, and toll-free-1-800-922-
3679; via email through the Spartanburg Technical College 
web site at www.sccsc.edu/SDS/; or by visiting the office 

http://www.spt.tec.sc.us/SDS/
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located in the Dan Lee Terhune Student Services Building, 
room 112 of the Spartanburg Community College campus.  By 
contacting Student Disability Services early in the semester, 
students with disabilities give the college an opportunity to 
provide necessary support services and appropriate 
accommodations. 
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COURSE 

COMPETENCIES & 

OBJECTIVES: 

Upon satisfactory completion of this course, the student 

should be able to: 

 
I. Demonstrate critical comprehension of text  to include 

1. ability to separate facts and opinions 
2. ability to make appropriate inferences  
3. ability to diagnose a writer’s purpose, tone, and bias  
4. ability to acknowledge denotative and connotative 

meanings of words   
5. ability to recognize common propaganda techniques   

 
II. Compose original arguments  

1. evaluate, analyze, and synthesize primary and 
secondary texts (including visual texts)  

2. evaluate and analyze the structural framework of 
texts (thesis statement, evidence, and support)  

3. evaluate and analyze their rhetorical purposes, 
audiences, and situations. 

 
III. Document source materials using Modern Language 

Association (MLA) guidelines 
1. use MLA guidelines to signify quoted material and to 

format in-text citations correctly wherever 
documentation is needed  

2. use MLA guidelines to format a works cited and/or 
consulted page (list of references) 

3. follow all MLA formatting guidelines 
 
IV. Compose essays free of major grammatical, 

mechanical, spelling, and punctuation errors 
1. review rules of usage, mechanics, and grammar 

when needed 
2. use dictionary to proof for spelling errors 
3. proofread and revise all drafts before producing a 

final draft. 
 

 
 

Students must master all four ENG 110 competencies in 

order to receive an overall passing grade in this course; 

failure to master any one of the competencies will result 

in a failing grade for the semester. 
 

 


